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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

One persistent question since the Thayei Conference in 1954 has 

been the question of the role or the function of School Psychologists, 

which has yet to be defined (Pielstick, 1970). One of the psycholo~ 

gist's many roles~ the one in which most spend a large share of their 

time, is psychological assessment. This role is seen by both psychol

ogists and teachers as a very important one (Kirschner, 1971; Flax and 

Anderson, 1966). However, no experimental studies were found in which 

the effect of psychological reports to teachers upon achievement was 

measured, 

The school psychologist's role as a consultant has been examined 

carefully (Fischer, 1967; Mannino, 1969; Berkowitz, 1968; Losen, 1964; 

Farnsworth, 1966; Newman, 1967) and almost all models of school psy

chology view the psychologist-teacher relationship as the center for 

effective service, Studies have shown the amount of personal contact 

a psychologist has with the teacher is directly related to positive 

attitudes toward psychological services (Lucas and Jones, 1970; Baker, 

1965). Bardon (1965) has indicated that supervisors of school psycho

lqgical services felt that school psychologists should work more with 

those who influence children rather than with individual children. 
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In actual practice, the psychologist-pupil ratio is such that it is 

impossible to work with many individual children, but he could have a 

wider influence by working through the teachers. Only one example was 

found (Trione, 1967) in which the achievement of students was measured 

as a result of psychologist-teacher consultations. 

The school psychologist can find many articles defining his role 

as perceived by various authors but in none is the effectiveness of the 

psychologist in this preferred role measured in an objective way. 

Accountability in the area of school psychology is not yet upon us. 

However, little is known about the best use of a psychologist's time 

in the area of pupil change, This study is an attempt to measure only 

one aspect of the work of the psychologist. 

St~tement of the Problem 

Some psychological reports are mere reporting of facts in the 

terminology of the discipline. Some reports are given in terms of 

educationally relevant concepts. In some places the psychologist mails 

the report to the teacher after testing the child. In other places the 

psychologist meets with the teacher to discuss the report and test 

results. Does it make any difference in the child's academic achieve

ment the manner in which the psychologist writes the reports and 

disseminates this information? 

This study will investigate two types of psychological reports and 

the manner in which the information within the reports is disseminated. 

The effect of these reports will be measured by student's achievement 

on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests (MAT). Teachers will receive in

formation about their referrals from the school psychologist in 



different ways that are compared, The study will examine the child's 

academic test scores as a result of the report. 

Need for the Study 
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Despite all the literature attention to consultation, many school 

psychologists seem unresponsive to the interpersonal dimensions of 

their functioning, preferring to operate out of a narrow, insulated 

tester-reporter model, The psychological reports historically have 

been quite enigmatic, yet many school psychologists still seem content 

for the report to repres~nt their main contact with the teacher. The 

'hit and run' school psychologist, who tests and weeks later sends a 

jargonish report, is more prevalent than one would like to admit (Fine 

and Tyler, 1971), 

Does it really make any difference to the child whether a report 

is sent in such a 'hit and run' manner, or if the psychologist takes 

time to consult with the teacher? The teacher may have a better atti

tude toward the psychologist, but what is the effect on the child? 

At present there have been very few measures of the influence of 

the school psychologist indirectly through the teacher on the child's 

achievement. Ojemann and Wilkinson (1939) measured achievement as one 

of their dependent variables as a result of appraising the teacher of 

personality and environmental data of the students. These students 

made a significant academic gain over the control group. Hoyt (1955) 

also measured achievement as one effect of teacher knowledge of pupil 

characteristics and found no effect, Other studies have measured 

variables other than achievement, such as attitudes and self-concept 

(Anderson, 1955; Coppersmith, 1969). 
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Although goals other than achievement are stated for education in 

general, achievement, meaning mastery of subject content, is still one 

of the major goals. School psychologists are inextricably involved 

with all the goals of education, and achievement in particular. Since 

referrals come through teachers and principals, most of the children 

referred are having academic difficulty. 

This study is an attempt to separate these different types of 

reports to the teacher to see if there is an effect on the achievement 

of the child. It is felt that the reporting in psychological jargon 

which leaves the teacher puzzled as to what actio~ to take has been 

prevalent too long in school psychology. It may also indicate that 

reports, in and of themselves, have no value in improving academic 

learning. If they are not, then a search for methods to be used other 

than reports should follow, 

It is ac~nowledged by the writer that pupil change as a result of 

learning can affect many aspects of behavior other than achievement. 

However, these other traits will not be measured in this study. It is 

also acknowledged that achievement is not the only variable to measure 

teacher competency and is perhaps not the most valid measure, and so 

no inferences of this nature are intended, But, even so, achievement 

of students is still an important educational goal. 

Definition of Terms 

Referrc:l-1 

This term will refer to the process of the teacher filling out 

the referral form, standardized for this school system, with reference • 



to a particular child, and sending this form through the prescribed 

channels. This form goes from the teacher to the principal then to 
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the psychologist. Most referrals are teacher initiated because she is 

dissatisfied with the progress of the child in academic or social areas. 

The referral can also be initiated by any school personnel who has 

contact with the child, such as the school nurse, speech therapist, 

reading specialist, or principal, On occasion the parent or child's 

physician has requested a referral be initiated, All of the subjects 

of this study were referred by their teacher. The referral form may 

be examined in Appendix A. 

Diap;nosis 

Diagnosis is the ordering of data for purposes of understanding 

degrees of behavioral events, Diagnostic work-ups should lead to in

sights, which provide hypotheses upon which remedial, compensatory or 

preferential treatment may be based. Differential diagnosis in school 

psychology is still in its nascent stage but advances are being made, 

The school psychologist is expected to identify mental retardation, 

indications of organicity for medical referral, degrees of personality 

or behavioral disorders, educational disabilities and be competent to 

provide direction for guidance in remediation, alleviation, or accom

modation. 

This diagnosis is of no value unless communicated to those who can 

use the information for rearranging the child's environment in such a 

way as to remedy, compensate or in some way alleviate the situation to 

help the child. 
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Psychological Report 

Communication of the dia~nostic work-up is most often given in a 

psychological report. Outlines of the two types used in this study 

can be found in Appendix Band C. Since the school psychologist must 

communicate with personnel who have had minimal psychological training 

the use of clinical terms or labels should be minimal with a greater 

use of behavioral descriptive terms. 

Making a diagnosis implies a legal responsibility. Many states 

have legislated the services of the school psychologist. These legal 

responsibilities are reco~nized in the conduct of this experiment, ~n 

the verbal communication with teachers and the written :i;-eport. Every 

effort has been made to preserve the rights of the individual students 

involved. 

Achievement 

Achievement in this study will mean the raw scores obtained on 

the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Elementary, Form F (Copyrighted 

1971, narcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.). The raw scores on the Total 

Reading and the Total Mathematics sections will be used ~s the depen

dent va;riables. 

Teachers 

The term Teacher(s) will be applied to those persons who are 

employed to teach a group of students in a public school classroom. 

The pronoun 'she' will usually be used because the majority of the 

third grade teachers in this study are females, 



Jl'eedback 

The te:rm Feedback will be restricted in this study to mean the 

type of psychological report given, or not given. Also included in 

the term is the manner of communication whether by written report 

only, written report plus consultation, or no connnunication or feed

back given. 

Major Assumptions 

One of the main assumptions is that organismic variables will be 

equalized by the random assignment of students to treatmepts. There 

is also the assumption all the students are samples of a normal popu

lation. An impo:i;tant underlying assumption is the tests administered 

will not bias student outcomes as their administration will be done 

under standardized conditions f9r each. 

The teachers were aware this was a study, however, they ~id not 

know its exact nature, or was it expected their normal classroom per

formance would be changed by this knowledge. They are accustomed to 

the appearance and disappearance of specialized help and also that 

their expectations are not always met. Although teachers were asked 

for the referral, this was the time of year the third grade teachers 

usually refer and it was expected those selected students were ones 

she had already been considering for referral. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study ~as limited to one primary grade level in one urban 

school system. It is felt the study can be generalized to all the 

7 
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primary grades within that system. 

Since each teacher in this study had all three treatment levels it 

could be hypothesized that it wou•ld affect her treatment;: of all three 

referred students as well as her class as a whole. While this is a 

possibility, it would be rare that all three referrals would be of 

exactly the same nature, therefore they would require differential 

treatment. With the time limitation of a teacher in a classroom any 

special help given to one student would require less time given to 

others. It is doubtful that a teacher would generalize to a classroom 

of students specific recommendations worked out for one child, 

The organismic variables, such as the socio~economic factor and 

parental influences will not be considered. It is felt these are 

randomized by the assignment, It is also known that the psychologist 

can influence the child's environment by parental consultations as well 

as teacher consultations. This would constitute a vital area to be 

studied but will not be considered in this study. 

There are other areas of influence on the child that could be 

considered, such as self-esteem, attitudes and feelings of control. At 

present our tools for measuring these variables are not highly reliable, 

however, these variables should be investigated but would require a 

separate study. 



CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction 

People influence people, School psychologists are pepple, teach

ers are people, students are people. Each is influencing the other, 

The question arises as to the quality and quantity of this influence. 

Rerein ~ies the difficulty. Delineation of the variables to be 

measured and the measurement tool is the topic of many studies. 

In this study the subject of measurement is the student. Re is 

measured by a variety of instruments, some highly reliable, some with 

moderate reliability. It is through measurement of the subject th~t 

influences both direct, via the teacher-student interacti.,op, and in

direct, via the teacher-psychologist interaction, will be assessed, 

The covariate will be the student's intelligence. The dependent 

variables will be his acp.ievement in reading and mathematics, ·Each of 

these variables will be discussed. 

Achievement 

In 1946 Wadsworth pleaded "give teachers the facts about pupils". 

The results were supposed to increase understanding and thereby facil

itate achievement. The studies that have been done in this area have 

produced conflicting results. Doyle (1971) found when teachers over 

a 



estimated th~ student's I.Q. the student achieved more. There is the 

familiar study by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) which reported in

creased achievement in students who were p~rceived by th~ir teacher to 

have greater potential than was actually measured. This effect was 

also found by Conn (1968) and Flowers (1966) but they both felt other 

variables, such as the student's ability to perceive and interpret 

subtle, non-verbal communications of emotions, were more related to the 

results than actual content of communication. They stated that 

positive expectations do not necessarily lead to positive results for 

all students. Ojemann and Wilkinson (1939) found that teachers' under

standing of students' motives, attitudes and environmental conditions 

along with consultation with the psychologist produced greater academic 

gains. They proclaimed the need for teachers to understand all her 

students, not just the 'problem' children, 

Beggs and Mayer (1970) found the teachers' awareness of the stu

dent's I.Q. did not influence her rating of the student's over-all 

achievement. The only influence was in her assignment of I.Q. scores 

to her students, Hoyt's (1955) results indicated you can increase 

teacher knowledge of her students but that does not increase academic 

achievement. The only improvement found was in the attitude of the 

students toward the teachers. Anderson (1955) felt improvement of 

attitudes of the teacher toward the pupils would influence achievement, 

but the results of his study did not verify this. Ahlem (1962) found 

that teachers' knowledge of pupil characteristics and background did 

not affect classroom climate. Pitt (1956) did a study related to 

Rosenthal's, in that he gave teachers correct I.Q.s and incorrect 

I.Q,s, both higher and lower. He found the teachers' knowledge of I.Q, 
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was not related to scores on achievement tests nor to the teacheri;' 

marks given to the students, He also found teachers' knowledge of 

I.Q. was not related to conduct, effort, nor to the student's attitude 

toward himself or toward the teacher. Dudley (1970) found communica

tion of achievement test scores to students and/or teachers herd no 

effect on later achievement test results. 

These findings are conflicting and confusing. If giving test 

re~ults to the teachers does not change achievement or attitudes, what 

can be a change agent? Will a chang~ of teacher behavior result in 

stµdent achievement? Widell (1969) found no change in the stuqent's 

achievement after working with teachers in a micro teach-reteach method 

which changed their teaching behavior, However, Trione (1967) found 

that long term consultations between the school psychologist and fourth 

grade teachers brought about measurable teacher change which in turn 

increased the student's reading achievement, Barclay (1970), using 

micrG-consul tation procedu;res with school psychologists anc;l t~achers, 

found that changes in the consultation process had many favorable out

comes, but the most interesting is the gain in academic achievement of 

the teachers' students. High self-esteem seems to be a factor which 

proves to be a self-fulfilling prophecy and increased academic achieve~ 

~ent is associated with these feelings more than with I.Q. (Coppersmith, 

1969). 

Perhaps more techniques should be developed to foster this atti

tude toward oneself that is such a powerful motivator. This positive 

self-es~eem is not usually fostered in boys by their teachers. Boys 

constitute the greater percentage of referrals to the school psychol

ogist, Boy's 'masculine' behavior is not tolerated by the typical 



teacher and he is the recipient of more blame in the classroom than 

the female (Meyer and Thompson, 1956). 
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Ginott (1972) discusses these self-esteem factors in his chapter 

on ''Tales of Motivation". · Although he does not cite experimental 

studies he gives clear examples and directions for increasing achieve

ment by reducing fear in the students and increasing appreciative 

behavior in the teacher. 

Although Bandura (1969) cites few examples of achievement change 

as a result of behavior modification he does discuss many studies re

lating to behavior change in the areas of increased self-esteem. His 

book is filled with techniques that can be used to produce a change in 

behavior which could in turn increase motivation toward academic 

achievement. 

Morgan (1952) found several variables that relate positively to 

academic achievement. The first i& maturity and seriousness of inter

est; second, awareness of and a concern for other people t third, a 

sense of responsibility; fourth, dominance, persuasiveness and self

confidence; and fifth, the motivation to achieve. Turney (1931) states 

the two major factors in school achievement are interest and motiva

tion. 

Achievement of students is an important variable since one of the 

major goals of education is achievement. Whenever a student is ex

periencing difficulty whether it be in the academic, social or per

sonality areas of his life, it is reflected in lowered academic 

achievement. The most frequently stated reason for psychological 

referrals by the teacher is the low achievement status of the student, 

whether accompanied by behavior problems or not. She is very concerned 



with academic outcpmes anq, therefore, as part of the schooi milieu, 

so,is the school psychologist. 

Achievement and Intelligence 
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It is a known fact that there is a relationship between I.Q. and 

achievement, Popenoe (1927) found a correlation coefficient between 

A.Q., achievement quotient, and l.Q., intelligence quotient, ranging 

between r .23 and r .60. This is not surprising since Binet's original 

intent was to develop an instrument t:o determine which children in 

France were in need of special education. He made no claims for 

measuring a fixed, innate, culture-free determinant of behavior. The 

intelligence test is still our best predictor of academic sµccess, for 

that was its purpose, and hence, there should be a high cqrrelation 

with that of achievement tests. 

An interesting note is that the discrepancy between achievement 

and latent ability is greater in the more intelligent (Jastak, 1938). 

Brown (1931) states the relationship of achievement to mental ability 

depends not so much on the level of intelligence as upon the position 

of that lev~l within the group receiving instruction. This would 

appear to relate to self-concept rather than actual intellectµal level. 

Wilson (1926) contends pupils of the lower quartile do classwork closer 

to possible achievement than do those in the middle or high quartiles, 

He finds the higher quartile falls below its possible achievement more 

as the mental age increases. Because of the known correlation it is 

possible some factors that operate to depress achievement scores may 

also act to depress intelligence scores, while other variables, such 

as self-esteem and interest may be the factors working in the higher 
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quartiles. Lewis' (1944) study coqfirms these findings. However, 

achievement tests relate more accurately to intelligence than they do 

to teachers' marks (St. John, 1930). 

In a large study done at .the Kennedy Memorial Hospital (B~ack, 

1?71), it was found that there was no significant effect of intelli

gence on level of reading retardation for those referred. Hence, in

telligence is not the only factor to be investigated by the school 

psychologist. 

lt appears many factors are involved in the learning process with 

intelligence and achievement being only two. Learning is a change in 

behavior and that involves more than losses or gains on an achievement 

test. Unfortunately we do not have very satisfactory instruments at 

present for measuring these other areas, Studies attempting to eval~ 

uate teacher competence and effectiveness by use of the criterion of 

pupil change have produced contradictory and inconsistent results. 

Effectiveness is a multi-dimensional factor. The study of teacher 

effectiyeness must assume the possibility of different kinds of effec

tiveness for different kinds of teachers, pupils, programs or situ

ations (Ackerman, 1954), This acknowledgment is kept in mind in this 

study, but achievement is the only dimension that will be used to 

measure the effectiveness of the various reporting techniques of the 

school psychologist when communicating with teachers. 

Types of Feedback 

The word feedback is in common usage and had its beginning with 

teaching machines and the computer age. However, the word has a 

variety of meanings and usages. Only those pertaining to student 
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achievement will be considered here. Bridgeman (1971) tried a unique 

experiment in which he told students directly of their success, failure, 

or no information on a previous test. The 'successes' or 'failures' 

were randomly assigned, It was found the feedback of 'success' pro

duced significantly higher scores on a subsequent test, This again 

refers to the self-esteem concept and the self-fulfilling prophecy. 

There was a delay in both feedback and retesting in Bridgeman's experi

ment, In Sweet and Ringness' (1971) study they gave immediate feedback 

to the student in terms of correctness of the item, or correctness plus 

money, or standard test conditions, while administering the WISC. This 

feedback did not improve achievement with any group except lower-class 

white children. 

In another study (Lovett, 1971) with feedback of responses directly 

to students and their knowledge of behavioral objectives it was found 

that increasing feedback alone had no effect on achievement, Increas

ing knowledge of the step by step objectives alone decreased achieve

ment. The only f~ctor that increased achievement was the knowledge of 

what the terminal behavioral objectives were. It would appear that 

terminal behavior objectives should then be communicated by the school 

psychologist to the teacher and through her to the child if his consult

ing is to be effective in regard to achievement. Wentling (1971) 

worked with students on three feedback levels, knowledge of number of 

correct responses, knowledge of correctness of response, and no knowl

edge of results, with criterion-referenced and norm-referenced evalua

tion. He found that knowledge of correctness on criterion-referenced 

evaluation produced the greatest achievement as well as the best reten

tion, It helps to have a well defined goal and know you are progressing 
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toward ;i..t. 

Pinsky (1970) gave both students and teachers continuous feedback 

pn achievement of the stµdents throughout one school yea;r then tested 

for post and retentive achievement and did not find this monitoring and 

feedback incr~ased achievement. Mikulas (1970) found immediate feed

bac~ to students on items on tests to self correct had a great effect 

in producing changes. Verbal feedback appears to have a calming effect 

but does not communicate as accurately as written feedback (Forster, 

1966), This indicates school psychologists might be wise to use both 

the written and personal form of communicating with teachers and to 

give them information on the student as rapidly as possible. In a 

study on the kinds of information about students preferred by teachers 

it was found that the training of the teacher gives her greater per

spective in perceiving anq evaluating environmental stimul;i.. (Runkel 

and Damrin, 1967), Consult~tions with teachers is a form of training 

and can increase the teacher's perceptions of the student .. 

The Role of Psychological Communication 

The role of the school psychologist is as varied as the jobs avail

able and depends on his position, hence guidelines cannot be set by 

others (Pielstick, 1970). However~ Fine and Tyler (1971) have found 

several major concerns which are rather universal. These are the psy

chological report, prescriptive teaching and behavior modification. 

These concerns can be met by either an in-school psychologist or one 

operating from a nearby clinic (Silberberg and Silbergerg, 1971). 

Since effectiveness increases as cooperation with school personnel in

creases (Roberts, 1952) then direct communication is one way to obtain 
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cooperation. lhis should be the major concern of the psychologist re

gardless of the place of employment, 

Lack of contact with the school psychologist has ~een cited by 

teachers as their major source of dissatisfaction (Lucas and Jones, 

1970), Contact is the route to meeting the teacher's needs and in

directly the child's needs. Teachers can become an effective tool for 

the psychologist's work with children (McDonald, 1968), There can 

never pe enough psychologists for each school's problems. However, 

teacher training can multiply the efforts of one psychologist (Trione, 

1967), This means more time spent with teachers and less in diagnosis 

and individual therapy. Values, attitudes and behavior of teachers 

can be changed even under brief exposure to change conditions brought 

about by the psychologist (Rokeach, 1971). 

Survey studies have been done to determine what are the actual 

functions of school psychologists and what are desirable or ideal 

functions. When comparisons are made between the views of the psychol

ogists and those of other school personnel it appears quite similar. 

Flax and Anderson (1966) found psychologists spend a great deal of time 

in testing and test interpretation, Kirschner (1971) found supervisors 

of school psychological services viewed the functions of consultant, 

researcher, diagnostician and prescriptive recommendation the major 

roles desired of school psychologists. Teachers saw the role of the 

psychologist as testing, interpreting results, suggesting areas of 

remediation and behavioral management (Lucas and Jones, 1970). Compar

ing the views of both psychologists and other school personnel, Yaffe 

(1966) foµnd high agreement between them upon the importance of the 

psychologist as a consultant, therapist and tester. It appears there 
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is~ m~jor emphasis upon diagnosis throughout the surveys. 

The diagnosis is usually su~med in a psychologi9al report. 

Rucker (1967) researched the terminology used in psychological reports 

and found the terms could lead to much misunderstanding since they were 

not understood equally by teachers and by other psychologists. Since 

the ratio of psychologists to teachers ~sat least 200:1 it seems log

ical for the psychologist to state his meanings in clearly understood 

language, But more than just test scores need to· be communicated since 

Gray (1965) found student test results given to teachers were used less 

th~n any other information and had no classroom use as far as program 

development was concerned, 

One of the reasons that a psychologist administering an individual 

test to a student has been so successful has been because he has not 

looked to the test for dimensions of intelligence, but for a sampling 

of behavior. The difficulty he has met arose when others have required 

that he quantify his results. Psychologists have never found the I.Q. 

as helpful as the observations and analysis of the test behavior and of 

the processes the subject utilized to produce the behavior. In the 

psychological report and in consultation with the teacher these obser

vations need to be emphasized with an equal de-emphasization of the 

I.Q. (Zach, 1966), 

The expectations of the role of school psychologist, his diagnosis, 

reports, consultations and implementations, places him at the leading 

edge of efforts to use what is known about child development and be

havior, He needs to know what has been found to be effective in 

environmental conditions within which children attain maximum develop

ment. What is only surmised~ he needs to research" The school 
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psychologist is in a position to continually question and tes~ method• 

ology in education. It is time we assessed the value of various types 

of reports to teachers in effecting changes in the child, This study 

is needed and should contribute to the field in that it researches a 

school pract;i.ce that has been pl;Elvalent for many years without experi-

mental subst.antiation. 

Summary 

The various studies investigating the relationship of the kinds of 

information given to teachers and the effect of this information upon 

student academiG achievement is inconclusive. Yet tl;i.is dis~emination 

of information to the teachers ei.ther in a psychological report or in 

conference has been the main activity of school psychologists. A few 

studies have bE;ien done investi,gat;i.ng t;.he effects of confefences with 

teachers and aho the effect of these conferences upon student achieve~ 

ment. These stud.ies, too, have produced conflicting results. A stu-

dent's achievement appears to be influenced by many variables and the 
' . ,, 

teacher or psychologist may be able to manipulate only a few, 

lntelligence is one factor known to have a direct correlation with 

achievement. Whether this correlation exists as a direct result of the 

tests themsra lves or the.re is some independence has never been con-

elusively established. However, because of the known correlation the 

inteiligence factor will be used as a covariate in this study to in-

crease sensitivity to actual achievement changes, 

There is a large body of literature on feedback or the evaluation 

of pe~formance and its effect on achievement, The research indicates 

that inJ!llediacy of feedback when the terminal objectives are known does 



influence performance in a positive direction. This procedure could 

be used by both psychologists and teachers in their work to change 

behavior, 
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A psychologist is expected in most school systems to do diagnostic 

evaluations of students to help others understand student academic 

needs and to help the school provide programs best suited to those 

ne€lds, whether it be within the regular classroom or in a speciali,g.ecl 

class, Little is known through research what the most effective methods 

are in meeting various student problems. One of the ways psychologists 

have been working is to evaluate the student and express this evaluation 

through a psychological report. This procedure has not been examined 

for its effectiveness, Because many variables are involved, not only 

the report but how the information is utilized as well as the effec

tiveness of the recommended programs, it is not a simple direct rela

tionship, However, this is an area needing research and will require 

many related studies to examine all the variables. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 

Introduction 

This study was conducted within one school district in the State 

of Alaska. This particular school system was selected because of the 

familiarity of the faculty and administration with the researcher. 

Time is necessary to establish trust 1:ind a working relationship between 

a school psychologist and other school personnel. By µsing a familiar 

system, time was saved as well as better cooperation was achieved with 

faculty members. This system is in an urban area and serves children 

of a predominately middle socio-economic range. 

The third grade level was selected because us4ally more referrals 

are made at;: the primary level t,han at later school years. Also chil-: 

dren at this grade level are more accustomed to the school environment 

and the assistance of other school personnel than students at earlier 

grade levels , 

Teachers selected the students who were referred for this study. 

This was an attempt by the writer to keep the study as close to an 

actual school situation as possible. In fact, many of the referrals 

were already on the waiting list prior to the study. A copy of the 

request letter tq the teachers can be found in Appendix D. It would be 

rare for the psychologist to initiate a referral. Referrals are usually 

') 1 



based on the concern of the teacher for the child in either the cog~ 

nitive or affective areas or both, 

Sample 
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The sample for this study consisted of thirty-nine third grade 

students. In this school system there are a total of thirteen third 

grade classes. Each of the thirteen teachers were asked by letter to 

sel~ct three students that had been causing her concern and whom she 

~9uld like to have evaluated by the psychologist. Some of the selected 

students had previously been referred by the teacher but had not yet 

been evaluated. This selection method was used because it most closely 

fits the typical referral procedure whereby referrals originate from 

the teacher. The letter form is found in Appendix D. 

The thirteen teachers presented a variety of experience in educa

tion. They averaged 13.7 years of teaching e~perience ranging firom 3 

to 43 years with an average of 7.5 of those years teaching the third 

grade, ranging from 2 to 23 years. Ten of the thirteen had Bachelor 

degrees with 4 to 72 hours of credit past the degree. This averaged 

29.6 credits past the Bachelor degree. Three had Master degrees with 

only one of the three having credit, 6 hours, past the degree, 

G:iroup Treatments 

'l'he three selected students from each teacher were randomly 

assigned into one of three groups. The three groups were then ran

domly assigned to pne of three treatment levels. Therefore, each 

teacher had one subject in each of the treatment levels. There was a 

total of thirteen subjects in each of the treatment levels. 
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Each of the thirty-nine sele~ted $tudents were administered a 

battery o( diagnostic tests, This battery consisteQ of the following. 

Wechsler Intelligence Scale fpr Children (WISC): 

The WISC consists of 12 subtests, qf which two are to be used 

either as alternate or as supplementary tests. The subtests are 

grouped into a Verbal and a Performance Scale as follows: 

Verbal Scale Performance Scale 
L General Information 6. Picture completion 
2. General Comprehension 7. Picture Arrangement 
3. Arithmetic 8, Block Pesign 
4. Similarities 9. Object Assembly 
5. Vocal:>ulary (D:i,~it Spap) 10. Coding {or Mazes) 

Raw scores on each subtest are transmuted into normalized standard 

scores within the subject's own age group. These subtest scale scores 

are expressed in terms of a distril:>ution with a mean 9f 10 and a 

standard deviation of 3 points. The scaled subtest scores are added 

and converted into a deviation I.Q. with a mean of lQO and a standard 

deviation of 15. Verbal, Performap.ce 1:1nd ~\lLl Scc;1le I.Q.s can be 

found by the same method, 

Split-half reliability coefficients are reported for each subtest 

of the WISC, as well as for Verbal, Performance and Full Scale Scores. 

These reliabilities were computed separately within the 7\:, 10\ and 

13~ year-old sample of 200 cases each, The Full Scale reliability 

coefficients for the three age levels were .92, ,95 an<;I .94. The cor-

responding reliabilities for the Verbc;1l Scales were .88, .96 and ,96, 

for the Performance Scale they were ,86, .89 and .90. Standard error 

of measurement of the three I.Q.s nmge from 3.00 to 5.61 I.Q. points. 

A different picture is presented by the subtest reliabilities. A 
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few of these coefficients are in th~ ,50s. Most are evenly distributed 

in the .60s, .70s and .80s. Only the Vocabulary yielded a coefficient 

in the ,90s, 

The WISC compares favorably with other individual intelligence 

·scales in the quality of its test-construction procedures (Anastasi~ 

1969). 

The Berider consists of nine figures which are presented one at a 

time and which the subject is asked to copy on a blank piece of paper. 

Dr, Lauretta Bender points out that the perception and tqe reproduction 

of the Gestalt figures are determined by biological principles of 

seneory motor action and vary depending on (a) the growth p~ttern and 
I 

maturation level of an individual and (b) his pathological state eitqer 

functionally or organically induced. 

The Ben~er Gestalt ~est may be interpreted in a clinically qevelop-

mental approach and as a projective test. There are over 130 books ijnd 

studies deali.ng with this test, '.!.'he writer ui;;ed the objective scorin~ 

system developed by Elizabeth M. Koppitz. 

'.I:he Pevelopmental Bender Scoring System ai;; developed by Koppitz 

consists of 30 mutually exclusive scoring items which are scored as 

present or absent. All scorings are added into a composite score. 

Since the Bender Test is scored for errors, a high score indicates a ---,--

poor performance while a low score reflects a good performance. 

Each scoring item was validated against achievement on the Metro-

pol;i.tan Achhvement Tests, · Scorer reliability ranged from .88 to .96. 

'l'he test reliability was done by test-retest since split-half and 
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a 1 terna te form method are not appropriate with th~s test. 'l'he corre-

lations between the two testings were found to be statistically sig-

nificant at the .001 level (Koppitz, 1963). 

Goodenough-Harris Draw-A-Man Test: 
I 

In the Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test the individual is simply 

instructed to "make a picture of a ml;J.n; make the very best picture that 

you can." Emphasis is placed on the child's accuracy of observation 

and on the development of conceptual thinking, rather than on artist:i,c 

skill, Credit is given for the inclusion of individual body parts, 

clothing detail, proportion, perspective and similar feature~ 1 A total 

of 73 scorable items were selected on the basis of age differentiation, 

relation to total scores on the test, and relation to group intelli-

gence test scores. Point scores are transmuted into standard scores 

with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. 

The reliability coefficients for test-retest was .68 and split-

half reliabil:Lty was .89. Interscorer reliability was .90 and intra-

scorer reliability was .94. Correlations with other intelligence tests 

vary widely but the majority are over .50 (Anastasi, 1969). 

~rost~g: Developmental Test of Visual Perception (DTVP): 

The DTVP is composed of five subtests, each tapping a distinct and 

specific type of perceptual ability and to assess its developmental 

level, the abilities being operationally defined by the subtests measur-

ing them. These five perceptual areas were chosen because of their 

relationship to preschool and early elementary academic performance. 

These subtests are (1) Eye-Motor Coordination (16 items); 



Figure-Group.cl (8 items); (3) Form Gcrnstll!.ncy (17 items); (4) Foeiition 

:l.n Space (8 Hemi:1) and (5) S:patiial R~la.tio1;1.shtps (8 tt~ms). 

The riationate for the suQtests evolved from Fr9stig's ow~ clin~cal 

observations. The manual &ives clear directions for administratioq, 

the test yields three types of score~ (a) Perceptual Age (PA) fqr each 

of the 5 subtests; (b) Scale Scores, which are PA divided by CA and 

multipU~d by 10; and (c) the Perceptual Quotieµt (?Q) w4i.ch is a 

devi~tion score, normalized with a median of 100 and a quartile devi

ation of 10, 

Test~retest reliabilities for the subtests ran~~ from ,27 tp ,74, 

',t'he glc;>bal reliability for the PQ was ,98. Split.-hal;E reliab;LU,tielil 

for the subt~sts range from .35 to over ,90 anQ for tqe total score 

from .78 to .89 (ijuros, 1972). 

The ADr purpo~ts to identif~ those chilqren fro~ 5 uo 8 y~a~s of 

age with auditory discrimination deficits. There are two forms of the 

testt each of which contains 40 items comprising 40 three- to five

letter word pairs of the consonant-vowel-consonant variety, On each 

form the vowel or vowel sound is identical in 36 of the word pairs. 

Thir~een releasing consonants ~nd thittee9 arresting consonants d~f£er, 

while ten word pairs are identical as talse positiye choices, The 

¥O~d~ for ea~h pair were matched for: (a) familarity, as determined 

by position in the iorge~TQorndi~e list, (b) m~mbership in the same 

phqnetic c~tegory~ and (c) length, Vowel comparrisons were based pn 

parts of the tongue raised, height of tongue, and position of lips. 

The test is administered individually and requires only several 



minutes, A pertqd ot pra~tiae pre~edes the test, Whe" the ~hild 

upderstaqd13 th@ t~sk~ the t;.est; :Ls given with the ~hqd 1s ba.ek; to the 

examiner, 'rhe e~~miner r~ac:li; the word pa:J.;i;-s apd tthe cpild iqdi,,;a.tes 

whether the words in ~ach pair are the same or different. 
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The score pchieved is determined PY the nu~ber of errors the child 

m~kes in call~ng wo~d~ which are different identical (X-score). E~tor~ 

in caU;i,ng identiaal words different are O(l)unted only to determine 

whether the test results should Qe considered valid (Y-scores). Ip-

ad~qua~e auditory discrimipa.tion is indicated when 5-year-qld children 

make more than 6 el:."rors; 6-year-ol<;ls, more than 5 errors; and children 

8 yea:t:"i:i old ancl older, motE;l tl:wn 3 errors, 

pho~eme difficuity on the two forms resulted in a rank orde~ correla

tion ~f ,67. Informati9n on the relation qetween test res~lts and 

i,nteJl:i.gl:'nce (r = , 32), art:iculato:r:y diso:r:ders ,iind readipg disability 

is reported as inc:lic~tors of val;l.dity (Bu~qs, 1972). 

IlUnoi;s '!'est pf PsychoUngu;i.stic Abil:i,.ty (ITPA) ~ . ·, . ; ' ' . - . .. ., ;., ·,' 

'!'he ITPA was developed by Samuel A. K:lrk, James J. McCarthy and 

Wini~red ;o, K:Li;k basli;!d upon ,;1. modeL of the commµp,ication proc~s13 pro~ 

posed by C. E, Osgood, The model purported t:Q ana~y21e thf;t i,pdividu,1:1,l 11:1 

conununication with th,e envi~on~ent· and with other ;i.ndividµals in terms 

of cqann~ls, levels o( o;gani2ation and p~ocesses, l'he ITPA w~s 

de$:i,gned to tap what we~e considered the ~ore important combinations~~ 

pfiµiar;i.ly, c0mb;l.nations that w~:iul.d contrast the "representat:i.onal" a1;1.d 

the "a.utomatic" levels, "A.uditory~v.ocaL" and "v;i..sual .. motor" r;:hannels 

a.nd, at the ''repr~1:1entat;i.onal" lev(;!l, "dE;1coding", "associational", a,nd 



"encoding" proc,esses, The rev:i,seo ed:1,.t:i,oo, in ;addil;:ion to the ?bove 

measures "visual-mo~or automatic" and "auditory-vpcal automatic" 

functions. 
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The revised ITPA is intended to assess intraindi,vidual di,ffeI"ences 

in psycholinguistic ability. It is restricted tp ages 2 to 10 years 

of age. There are 10 to 12 subtests: (1) Auditory Reception; (2) 

Visual Reception; (3) Visual Sequential Memory; (4) Auditory Associ

ation; (5) Aµditory Sequenti1;1l Memory; (6) Visual Associatio;n; (7) 

Visual Closure; (8) Verbal Express ion; (9) Grammatic Closure; (10) 

M;anual E~pression; (11) Auditory Clpsure (opticmal); (1,2) Sound Blend

ing (pptional). Ihese subtests each yield a raw score and together a 

to;al raw score. The subtests raw score~ are converted to scale scores 

and age scores 1 The total converts to a psycholinguistic age (FLA). 

This test requiFes at least one hour to administer and it is not 

unusual for it to last one and one-half hours. The e~aminer requires 

extensive training before using this instrument. It is a test of 

1.!;lnguage, pe1;ception and short term memory skills rather than of in"' 

telligence and is a unique tool for diagnosing school learning diffi

ctilties. 

It was standardized on average intelligen9-e, middle-class children. 

Since the standa1;dization sample is restricted the atithors I"eport both 

the obtained reliabilities and estimates of the reliabilities for the 

fuil range of intelligence. There are 12 subtests and a composite at 

each of the 8 age levels, resulting in 104 internal consistency co

effi,cients1 Of the 104 uncorrected reliabilities, 51 fall below .80; 

23 below .70; and 15 above .90. The corresponding numbers for the 

corrected-for-range estimates are 15, 6 and 40, respectively, The 
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tests appear t;q be reasonably reUable at each age lev(;ll, 

As a measure of stability, a r(;ltest a:f;ter a five-, t;o six-month 

interval yielded reliabilities for !;:he 14 subtests ranging from ,12 

to .86 with a median of ,50, 'I'he corrected-for-range estimate ranged 

fr,;mi ,28 to .90, with a median of ,71. The retest co:t;"relations for 

the Composite score are ,83, ,70 and .70, respectively, for 4-.year, 

6-yea:iz:, and 8-year olds. The test has moderate re UabUi ty and the 

p~ofiles are fairly stable (Buros, 1972). 

InfermalAssessment of Eye, )':land and Foot Dominance; 

1his assessment is done by the writer as one form of behavior 

desq.riptiC\ln. It i1;1 not a s tapqardized test iipd was devised by the 

writer as a quick screening device. 

The child is observed while writing and then as~ed to throw and 

catch a lightweight paper ball with one hand. This is tq observe hand 

domi1;1ance, For foot dominance th.e chPd is asked tQ kick the same ball 

after catching it. The "game 11 is played several times. For eye 

dominance two checks are made along with any observed unusual head 

tilting during the tests. Overlapping hands are held 04t in front of 

the child with elbows stiff. A hole is left betwee1;1 the overlapping 

thumbs on his hands. The ch;i.ld '.l'.'aises the stiffened arms to "look" 

at the examiner through this hole. The other check is for the child 

to look through a "telescope" made by his hands held adjacent forming 

a tube by curl;i.ng the fingers. 

The results of this battery of tests were then compiled into a 

psychological report for each student. Also included in the reports 

was pertinent information gaJ.ned by l;"eviewing the student's cumulative 



and confidential files as well as a personal interview with the stu

dent, 

The three treatment levels were: 
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l, A written psychological report sent to the teacher via the 

school mail system reporting the testing results in the form of scores 

and interpretation in psychological terminology. 

2. A written report, given to the teacher by the psychologist in 

consultation, in whi.ch the results of the tests are reported, In t;his 

report a recommendation section was added in which the child's learning 

charqcteristics and curriculum prescriptions for the teacher were given 

in educationally relevant terminology. 

3. No report was given to the teacher. To avoid the teacher's 

concern over the control or 'left~out' child, which could cause her to 

work harder with that child. The psychologist, when questioned, ex

plained the report was not yet complete. The teachers knew the time 

factor the psychologist was working under and it was assumed t;hey would 

surmise the psychologist just ran out of time before completion of all 

the reports. 

These reports, consultation and reports, or no reports were given 

to the teachers at the beginning of the second semester of the school 

year. At the end of the second semester all the subjects were admin

istered the Metropolitan Achievement Tests--Elementary, Form E'._. Data 

for 38 of the 39 subjects were obtained, 

A complete psychological report, including recommendations, for 

each of the 39 students was left with the Superintendent of this school 

~ys~em at the end of the diagnostic testing. These reports were avail

able to each principal upon demand in case a crisi.s situation developed 
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with any subject in the study and the report would be needed. None of 

the reports were needed, 

After the Metropolitan Achievement Tests had been administered to 

~ach subject the teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire 

(Appendix F) concerning their perception of their students' problems, 

the students' achievement, their own service and training, and their 

perception of the study, When this had been completed every teacher 

received a complete report on all the referred students, Therefore, 

at the end of the study a complete diagnostic report, with recommenda

tions, was available for each subject in the study, 

An outline of the written psychological report used in Treatment 1 

can be found in Appendix B, The consultation process involved in 

Treatment 2 was a face-to-face discussion between the psychologist and 

the teacher. This was done in a positive manner in which the teacher 

wa$ given supportive statements about her work, Curr;i.cµlum and/or 

behavioral guidelines were worked out jointly, as well as terminal 

behaviors for the student. Step by step expectations of student 

behavior, including choices he could make and ways the teacher could 

give feedback as to his progress were delineated in this teacher

psychologist consultation process. The focus of each meeting was to 

establish various ways to help the student to be as independent and 

self-approving as possible. An outline of the consultation session is 

fouµd in Appendix E, 

Since no two student referrals are identical neither is the 

di,agnosis and recommendation, Each student's tests had differing 

va,riations which in turn caused the reports to vary. The psychologist 

used several approaches in the recommendations. 
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Some of the kinds of differing recQtrlI\lendations were charting 

assignment completion with contingept rew~rds, changes in curriculum 

level assignment, sp~ciali~ed i,nstructio:nal materials fo'!'.' specific 

problem areas, use ot special service personnel for specific tutoring, 

p1;1rent-teacher conferences to enlist parental aid in some are!:l-s, and 

specific teacher behaviors that would aid the child's feeling of self-

worth and autonomy. All recommendations used one or more of these 

procedures, none used all of them, 

In a one conference situation, as this study used, it is difficult 

to do more than sug&est the use of the recommended procedures, These 

were modified in conference by the teacher's feeling of competency with 

the suggested procedures. Those teachers inter~sted in learning new 

techniques were given a brief summary, some teachers wen~ qt,tite fam:i.1-

iar with all the procedures suggested. 

Type of Data Analysis 

The results were analyzed by a one-way analysis of covariance to 

see if there was a significant difference among treatments. The design 

used the full scale I.Q. score obtained by the Wechsler Intellisence 

Scale for Children as the covariate, The two dependent achievement 

variables were the total reading raw score and the total mathematics 

raw score as obtained on the Metropolitan Achievement; Tests-Elementary, 

Form F. The use of the intelligence covariate makes the design more 

sensitive to actual achievement increases. The randomization of stu-

dents to treatments should randomize the intelligence factor, however, 

it is known there is a common or shared variance between what our tests 

mE~a.sure as intelligence and what our tests measure as achievement. By 



holding constant this common variance it will indicate more sµbtle 

achievement changes, 

Hypotheses 
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1. It is hypothesized there is no significant difference, at the 

.05 level of confidence, among the students' reading achievement for 

treatment 1, in which teachers are given a written psychological report 

of student characteristics as defined by test scores, and students~ 

reading achievement in treatment 2, in which teachers are given a 

written psychological report of tpe studepts' learning functions and 

educational prescriptions discussed in consultation, and students' 

reading achievement in treatment 3, in which no report of any kind is 

given the teacher. 

2. It is hypothesized there is no significant difference, at the 

.05 level of confidence, among the students' mathematics achievements 

for treatment 1, in which teachers are given a written psychological 

report of student characteristics as defined by test scores, and stu

dents' mathematics achievement in treatment 2, in which teachers are 

given a written psychological report of the student's learning functions 

and educational prescriptions discussed in consultation, and students' 

mathematics achievement in treatment 3, in which no report of any kind 

is given the teacher. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Experimental Aims 

The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of psychologi

cal reports given to teachers upon the academic achievement of the 

referred students, The students were referred to the school psychol

ogist by the teacher. Since testing and report writing consume much 

of the psychologists time, this study investigates the types of reports 

and manner of report dissemination in terms of student achievement, 

Procedure 

Every third grade teacher in one school district in Alaska re

ferred three children to the psychologist for evaluation and recommen

dation, (Form in Appendix A.) There were thirteen teachers from three 

elementary schools yielding thirty-nine students for this study. The 

referrals and student testing for evaluation was done at the end of 

the first semester of the school year. 

The three students from each teacher were randomly assigned to 

one of three groups. The groups were then randomly assigned to treat

ments. Hence each teacher had all three treatment levels. 

Each of the thirty-nine students were administered a battery of 

tests. These tests were the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 

" I 
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Goodenough-Harris Draw-~-Man, Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test, Frostig: 

Developmental Test of Visual Perception, Illinois Test of Psycholin

guistic Abilities, Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test, and an informal 

assessment of lateral dominance. 

Psychological reports were written for each student. For those in 

Treatment 1, the report was a reporting of performance and scores with 

interpretation couched in psychological terminology (Appendix B). 

These reports were given to each teacher via the school mail system. 

The reports were sent to the principal, who called each teacher in to 

read the reports, which were then filed, She has access to these files 

at all times, 

For the students in Treatment 2, the reports were similar except 

for the addition of a recommendation section which delineated activities 

that could be done either in classroom, via outside specialists or in 

the home, or any combination of the three (Appendix C), These reports 

were written but a personal conference was also held with each teacher 

in which the test results as well as teacher observations were dis

cussed and the final dicisions were the result of joint effort. An 

outline of the general nature of these conferences is found in Appendix 

D. 

For students in Treatment 3, the control group, no feedback at all 

was given to the teachers until after the administration of the Metro

politan ~ent Tests the first week of May, near the end of the 

second semester, At this time complete reports, including recommenda

tions in educationally relevant terms, were mailed to the teachers for 

these students, Also included was the recommendation section to be 

added to the reports for those students in Treatment l, 
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The first week in May, thirty-eight students were administered 

the Metropolitan Achievement Tests~-Elementary, Form r, One student 

had transferred out of the state during the semester and was unavail-

able for testing, The Metropolitan Achievement Tests are a battery of 

seven tests with a summation score for total reading and total mathe-

matics, The seven tests are: 

1. Word Knowledge 
2, Reading 

Total Reading (1 + 2) 
3, Language 
4, Spelling 
5, Mathematic Computation 
6. Mathematic Concepts 
7, Mathematic Problem Solving 

Total Mathematics (5 + 6 + 7). 

These are group tests and are administered in several sessions 

over a period of a few days, Scores are obtained by transmuting the 

raw score to standard scores, percentiles, grade equivalents or 

stanines, 

The MAT are designed to evaluate what is being taught in today's 

schools, Therefore, the development of content for the tests depended 

upon analysis of current curricular materials, The tests were stand-

ardized on representative national samples, The split-half reliability 

coefficients for the beginning of grade 4 are as follows: Work 

Knowledge ,94, Reading ,96, Total Reading ,96, Language ,9.3, Spelling 

.96, Mathematic Computation ,88, Mathematic Concepts ,90, Mathematic 

Problem Solving ,91, Total Mathematics ,96 (Metropolitan Achievement 

Tests, Teachers Handbook), 
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Statistics 

Table I lists the student's full scale I,Q. scores as obtained by 

the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children and the raw scores for 

Total Reading and Total Mathematics as obtained by the Metropolitan 

Achievement Tests, 

The Analyses of Covariance were computed using the I,Q. score as 

the covariate and the total reading raw score as one dependent variable 

and the total mathematic raw score as the other dependent variable, 

Analysis of Covariance was the statistic used because even though the 

I.Q. means for each group are nearly identical, there is a correlation 

between intelligence and achievement, hence the within-groups variance 

of the adjusted measures is less than that of the unadjusted measures 

so the precision of the experimept is increased. The ,05 level of 

probability was used to judge the statistic as$ociated with each hy

pothesis. Because the hypotheses were not directed, the two-tailed 

test of significance was employed, 

Null Hypothesis Number 1, It is hypothesized there is no signif

icant differ·ence among students' reading achievement for treatment 1, 

in which teachers are given a written psychological report of student 

characteristics as defined by test scores, and students' reading achiev

ment in treatment 2, in which teachers are given a written psychological 

report of the students' learning functions and educational prescrip

tions discussed in consultat;:ion, and students' reading achievement in 

treatment 3, in which no report of any kind is given the teacher, 

Table II shows the Analysis of Covariance with regard to reading 

scores, There was no significant difference found among treatments for 
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'l'ABLE I 

INDIVIDUAL DATA 

Totai total 
School l'eacher Treatment 1.9. Reading~ M.athematics 

1 1 1 98 
I I 2 100 28 39 
1 1 3 88 71 34 
1 2 1 118 52 53 
1 2 2 95 61 61 
1 2 3 96 57 39 
1 3 1 88 37 37 
1 3 2 107 62 54 
1 3 3 106 26 59 
1 4 1 101 31 50 
1 4 2 89 22 38 
1 4 3 93 43 57 
1 5 1 104 32 49 
1 5 2 91 45 56 
1 5 3 115 51 60 
2 6 1 96 34 29 
2 6 2 112 36 51 
2 6 3 91 43 42 
2 7 1 93 18 26 
2 7 2 102 36 34 
2 7 3 109 33 40 
2 8 1 95 23 37 
2 8 2 69 25 27 
2 8 3 90 41 68 
3 9 1 98 34 50 
3 9 2 99 39 39 
3 9 3 98 01 17 
3 10 1 110 80 74 
3 10 2 108 51 52 
3 10 3 80 22 28 
3 11 1 99 41 62 
3 11 2 93 40 23 
3 11 3 105 25 18 
3 12 1 93 38 31 
3 12 2 93 64 53 
3 12 3 98 34 36 
3 13 l 102 69 75 
3 13 2 120 71 90 
3 13 3 93 34 33 

Means: l,Q. Reading Mathematics 
Treatment l, 99,7500 40.7500 47,7500 
Treatment 2. 98 ,3077 44.6154 47.4615 
Treatment 3. 9700769 3700000 40,8461 



Sources of 
Variation 

Treatment 
(between) 

Error 
(within) 

Treatment 
+ Er-r0-r 
(Total) 

df 

2 

35 

37 

TABLE TI 

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE--READING 

Sum of Squares 
Due to 

Sum of Squares 
About Mean Sum 

yy Regression Regression df of Squares 

376.9883 

10299.3281 1106.3879 9192.9375 34 270.3804 

10676.31'64 1158. 7107 9517. 6055 36 

Difference for Tes ting Adj us te-d Means 324.6680 2 162.3340 

F (Calculated~ 2, 34) = O~ 600 < F (Tabulated , p . 05 , 2, 34) = 3 · 28 

This Analysis of Covariance was done by an IBM 360 Computer at the Oklahoma State University 
Computer Center using the BMD04V program. 

F 

0.-600 

cu) 

'° 
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reading achievement, henc~ the nu11 hypothesis is accepted. 

Null Hxpothes,i,s, N!;l~ber 2. It ir;J hypt?th~s~~ed there is no signif

icant difference among the st9dents' mathematics ach~evement for treat~ 

ment 1, in wh:lch teachers are given a w1;itten p;sycholog:i,.cal report of 

student characteristic~ as define~ by test scores, and students' 

mathematics achievement in treatmept 2~ in which teachers a~e given a 

written psychologi~al report of the students' learning functions and 

educational prescriptions discussed in consultation, and students' 

mathematics achievement in treatmeqt ~, in which no report of any kind 

is given the tea~her, 

~able III gives tqe Analysts pf Covariance with regard to the 

mathematics scares. There was qo significant difference fo~nd among 

treatments for mathematics achievement, hence the null hypothesis is 

accepted. 

':Cable IV shows the treatme:i;,.t means l adjusted means and adju$ted 

standard error for both depe~dent varia.bles investigated. 

Table V shows the table of coefficients for both dependent vari

ables, The t~values were signi£ic~nt at the ,001 leyel indicating the 

e:dst:ence of a Linear relatiqnship betwee1;1 Intelligence and R,eading 

and Intelligence and Mathematics. 

It was fol)nd the:re was no sign;l+i~ant; di{ference among treatments 

for reading ;;icqievemept. Ali;;o no s ign:i:f;icant;: difference was :found 

among t:reatmenti;; for mathematics achievement. Due to t1on-signif:i..oant 

results no post hoc comparisons were made. 



-S_our-ce of 
Variation 

Treatment 
(between) 

Error 
(within) 

Treatment 
+ Error 
(Total) 

df 

2 

35 

37 

TABLE III 

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE--MATHEMATICS 

yy 

390.6875 

9-701.1875 

10091. 8750 

Sum of Squares 
Due to 

Sum of Squares 
About Mean Sum 

Regress ion Regress ion d f of S.quares 

2320. 9713-0 ]380.20]0 3li- 217.0649 

2473.8728 7618.0000 36 

Difference for Tes ting Adjusted Treatment Means 237.7930 2 118. 8965 

F (Calculated, 2, 34) F = 3 .28 0.548 < {Tabulated, p .0 05-., 2, 34) 

F 

0.548 

+:" 
-1-' 
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?1EANS, APJUST:EO MEANS, AND STANPARD ERRORS 

:Reading 

Standard 
'l'J;'e~tme1:1t Treatment Adj1,1.sted Error 

NuJllbE!r Mean M;eap Adjusted 

1 40,7500 39.9848 4,7618 

2 44.9i54 44.6340 4.5605 

3 37,0000 37,6876 4.5732 

~athematic;.s 
Standard 

'l':,;,eatment Tr~atment Adjusted E:t;J;'Ol'.' 
Numl>el;' Mean Mean Aclj1,1.sted 

1 47,7!5QO 46.64i8 4,2666 

2 47,4~15 47,4886 4.0862 

3 4(,).~461 41.~420 4.0976 
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COEfFlCIENT$ FOR REAPING ANO MA[HEMATlCS 

Re.ading 
,,j ' 

Source Co~£fic:teqt1;1 St.andall'd Error t·value 

Treatment 
(between) 1,34.!:>P 

Error 
(w:i,th:1.n.) 0.5435 0~2687 2.0229 

T1;eatment 
+ Errp:,:, 
(total) 0,~529 0~2641 2,0935 

Mi thenH:t t:l~~ 
IS,, I ,I\ k ,\ 

Spuri:e qQ@:f;fic;;:l.ent$ 1;,t~nclapl Err~r t-value 

Treatment 
(between) 2.$498 

Error 
(wi,thi,n) o. 7~7l 0,240'7 3.2699 

Tre a tme p. t: 
+ Error 
(t;otaO Q,ijQ79 0.2~63 3.4192 



CHAPl'ER V 

The primary purp9,e qf th~s reseai9h wa~ to i~v,stig~te the ef~ 

fectiveness ~f diifeie~t type~~~ p,y~~olqgi~~l ,ep9~ts a~d the ~ann~r 

of communicating the ~iporta to ~e«~he~s upqn ~tuden~ ~ehi~v~ment. 

lhe th~ee e~per~~en~al tre~t~~p~s wer~: 

1, ~ written psychQlog~p,1 r~po+~ ~ou~hed iq psy~hologi~~l ter~in9+~gy 

~e.pt tQ the tea~h~p$ tprqugh t~e ~~~QPl ~ail S.y$tem, 

Z, ~ w~ttteq psy~hplQg~~at tepQ~~ w~~h ~~~e~ti~qal~y relevapt reco~~ 

mijnqatioµ~ giv~R t~ t~~cher, in P,,~~m~l ~P~$ultatipp, 

3. No r~port gtveµ ~P t~aq~~~s. 

~hirty~niµe stµde~~, ~re r~fepred t9 tqe ~,yahologis~ by thirteen 

third grade teachers. t~e thirt~e" teaqher~ c~~pri~ed the tot~l tnird 

grade teacher pqpulatiQn ot thts scho9l systew. ijach tea~her sel~cted 

three ~t.udent~ ea~h, which Wf;lre ~~"do~ly ,~~igned to one of three 

gro1.1ps apd th~P the ,r~µp$ were ~a~d~~\y a~signed to t~~at~e~ts, l'h~ 

thirty~~ine subjects we~~ ad~inisteped a Qatt~ry of d;i.agpQst,ic te~ts, 

The diagnostic wc:nrll'. .. 1.1p~ we1e aumma;i;,iz~d b a ~~y~h~l9g;i.c;al l;'eport~ l'h:i,1;1 

was done at the ~egin~ing of the se~pncl semest~t ~f the sqhpoL year, 

The treat~ents wer~ then ~pplied, th~t is, tqe feeQpack was given 

tQ the teacher iP the thfee form~ stat~~ ab9ve, No further contaGt was 
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made with tl,-e,~ ~t~d,q~a, c;,r teae,h~rs µnt;U tqe end of the ~emester. . -1\t 

thtt t:i.ltle the s~l)jecte, th:1....-~y-,ight lmsteap o'f. th:1,rt;iy·n~n~ bfi!cau,H:! of; 

th!! t~ansfe; Qf 9ne sup~~ct, welj~ ~dm:1,n:l.'i!ter~d the ~eti-oe,Q~,p~,µ A~hi.ev~ ... 

~ Tests battery. 

The indepenqent v~riabi~ ~n t~~s study wa~ the type ~md method of 

di~se~ipati9n of psy~llolog:i.c,l r~pc;,rt;s wh!qh was a.ppUed once at the 

beg:i.nning pf the secqpd S!~l'tlfaSter, The depende1;1t variables were the raw 

ment test at the end pf the s~me~terr The cov~r:1.at~ used w~s tpe 

student's I.Q, ,s determtn~d by the £ijlt sQal~ ~?Qre on the wi~c 1 This 

was used to hold eonstAnt th~ ~ntel~ige~ce fact~r whi~h is known to 

used to compare the tq~~~ treatment g~qups to determine if there was a 

On the basis of this resa~rcn a~Q subject to the ~pectfied lim~

tations, the firs~ ri.4U hypqihesi~ ~tatel;l in Chapter Ill w~s aegepted, 

That: ts, th!iil~e wa,s po sj.~1;1if:i.cant dHterl;!i;iqe, at ~h~ • 05 lev~l of 

coQfidence, a.mqpg the s~µde~t~' ~~adins ~~h~ev~~i;i~ i9r tr~atmen~ 1, 

sulted on an ed~cational p,;-e~c~ipttiv~ report, an~ student~' read~ng 

achievement in treatment 3, in which no teedback about the student 

was g:i,ven. 
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The second nu!l hypothesis stat~d in Chapter i11 was also accepted, 

There was no signtfica~t dif(er~nce, at the ,05 1,vel qf confidence, 

amqng the student~' ~a~q~ma~ics achi~v~ment for treatment l, ~n which 

teachers are given a written p~ychological report of stud~nt character~ 

istics as defined by test scores~ ~nd students' mathem~ti~s achiev~ment 

in treatment 2, in whi~h teache;s are given a written psycholog~cal 

report of the students' learning functi~ns and educational prescrip

tions discussed in consu1tation, and students' mathematics achievement 

in treatment 3, in whicq no report pf any kiqd is given the teacher, 

The two hypotheses were accepteq as a r~sult of the f statistics 

obtained by two one·way ~~alysis q{ Covari~nce and the ad)U~ted achieve~ 

ment means of the three ~reatment groups. 

The inabi~~ty to fi~q stati~tiGal qiff~renfes amqµg treatments in 

this stuqy does not rµie out the possibility that the ~chq~l psychol~ 

ogist can influence aG~de~ie achievement \ndir~ctly through the teacher. 

How~ver, with this e~petimentp1 design it wa~ not eviqent, The stµdy 

was designed to repliq~te as c1ose1y as poss~b1e the usual working 

pra~tices of the majority of schpol psyqholog~sts, 

Another reasop for no signi~i~~n~ dif~erence iij the degr~e of 

similarity among the tr~a~ments with regard to act4al time spent with 

the teacher by the psycho1ogist, This time factor va~ied only one hour. 

in Treatment 1 QQ persona+ time was given to the teacher. In Treat~ent 

1 communication w~s limited to Peaqing a psycho1ogical report 1 With 

Tr~atment 2 the persona1 commµnication was restricted to a one-hour, 

one time conference, In Treatment 3 there WijS no communication between 
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diffetential m:i,,$ht pave beeµ effective ;i,n p~oducins differences. 

Verdun trione (1967) found he could influence not only ~each~r behavior 

change but thraugp the teacher secure an inarease in reading achieve-

ment. for per .s tu,c;lent;s, How13ver, h~ had an average of 1.5. 5 consul tE:t ti.on 

sesstons with each ~eacher over a fµll s~haol year, 

Another reason for the possible lac.k Qf si~nificant differences 

among treatments is the measu,rem~nt in$trument fo~ the dependent var-

iables, the Met;ro2olitan Achievement Tests. These are stanqardized 
I I ;.; :; . ;·· 'I .,,.,, 

tests, using ~ational norms, j:lnd as s~c,h are gr9ss scre!anipg (ley:i.,ces. 

They would not indicate subtle cha:qges ;i,n ac.h:L~vew~nt. 'J:he MAT are 

skUls. Perha,ps a nio:re s~n~tUve :i,,nst;rumept wquld be one des~gned 

especially for the particular scpool system in which it is us~d. This 

instrument would contai,p. more i,.t~JUS base<;! on local opjec!:;:l.ves a1,1d cur-

covered locally and do not clis~t'i.mint;1.te. !his would i,,ncrease raw score 

differences amon~ individuais and thus be ~ore sensitive tq small 

acpievement changes, At present a reliable local test of this type 

does npt exist, 

After the data were in i~ was felt i~ might be interesting to 

obtain the teachers' subjective asijessment of the stuqent~' progl!'ess. 

lhe teachers reported on th~ prog~ess a~ oqly 29 qf the 38 subje9ts 1 

The students were categorized into ope of thre~ levels, (1) great im-

p~ovement, (2) some impravemeqt? anc;l (~) little improvement. These 

results, o~tained from the questionnaire (Appendix r)~ are tabulated 
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T~ACEER APPRAISAL OF Sl'Q'DENT PROGRE~S 

T1;eatment 
Leve,1 

Gre~t 
I,mpfovem,e!Jl,~ , . 

Som~ 
lm}?l'.'OVemE;!O t 

,; · , T • f *· I I , I 

Little 
Impr,ovemen t 

1 4 

2 4 5 2 

3 3 3 

A Chi Sq4are teat of ~ignificance of differen~e (P < ,0?) was 

done. ~he calculateoj(2 (.0~) = i,O ijpd Wq,S i~s~ tha~ the tabulated 

2 
~ (.O~, 4dfi) = 9,488. rhere was toµnd to be no signifi~aµt difference 

among asse$sments by the teachers, 

It was also questioned wqeth~r the selection of one oi the teach-

er's students for th~ subject of a conferen~e and the l~sser treatment 

of the other two referred studepts ~ould c~use her to perceive that 

student as havin~ a mofe severe problem than the others, ln other 

words, would the attention of the psycnoiogist to one student affect 

her per~eption qf that student? The teacher responses to the question~ 

naire (Appendix F) of their perception of the thirteen stud~n~s in 

'.freatment 2, only four werei perceived to havE;l the most severe prol?+em. 
I• 
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Th~ te~cper's perception of ~he stuqents havin~ the most s~vere problem 

Q f t;he three s tudei:l ts re h~r~d 113 in Tab le VU I 

l1A5J;,.~ VU 

TE:ACRE~' P~RC~PT!O~ OF rr'HE MOST S~VERE PRO~L~ 

'l'reatrment 1 Treatment 2 Treatment 3 

4 4 5 

It would appear the psranqiogist qip ~Q~ ~ffect the teachers' 

perception of the sev~rit:y p( ~he chUd 's pi;-pblei:µ by the e;11:perimeri.tal 

ce>n<U. tions, 

The teachers were also as~~d hpw they fel~ abou~ the kinqs o~ in~ 

formation they received du~ing this study, Ten responded~ Two felt 

they needed addition~~ follow~up and ~ssistance, four felt there was 

no~ enough cliscussiqn of the st4dents' pr,blems, two felt they had 

gained insight into thei~ students an~ two wanteq the information given 

earlier in the yea~ with more indivtdual help fqr the students, 

This testing, di~gn9sing and r~p.e>rting model of the school psyqhol

ogist is mq~e child-oriented than teacher-oriented, With each child in 

this study the writer spent about 3~ to 4 hours in actual interviewing 

and testin~. The ~est sqoring, ~ata compiling and report writing con

sumed another 3 tQ 4 h9ur~ for each chil9, Since ea~h t~aqher ~eferred 



tht'ef;l children 1;1,pprox:J.n;iat~ly 27:, hours were spent with or t,n: tqe 

children in compal;'isoµ to the one .. houra co1:1:fere1;1ce held w~th each qf 

the 13 teachfilrs, totalling only p hou,r~. '.J,'his is a 21: l rat;to o:I; 

time for students to ~eaqhers, Perhaps tu~ning the time ppoportiop 

around 1 that is, spending m9re time with teacher~ than students may 

have more iqf14enc~ u:pi;,i:'l 1.1ltimate s t1.1peqt achievemi;n:it even thpugh :i,t 

is more indirect, 
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Therefore, it i~ recommen~ed for turther stu,dy of this pr9blem 

that the consultati,on time with teaahers be incr~ased. As a result 

the stµdent di11gqc;>sis tiµie :w11>~ld be decreased. l;t is b~Ueveq that 

student diagnQs;ts is neces~apy bµt h~s been qvervalued :J.n b~:i,nging 

about behavior changes. lf iq~r,ased consµ1tations with teachers is 

en;iJ?loyed :i,n a fq.t:1:rre s t\l:dY, i,t i,1:1 re(,H!>lllµlel'.lcl1;1d ~hat the t't'e~tments be 

separated by schools ~o avoid ~he risk o~ inter~teaqher ~omqiunic~tion 

c:ontami1:tl:ltion, 

lt is at~o recql'M!~ndeq the consul~ation tr~at~ept rety heav~ly on 

behavior m9dif:i.cation te~hniq~es, Many such te~hniqu~~ have proven to 

be e£fective c:hange agents 1 ·Many ~t1,.uHe~ µsing these t:ech;ni.quras appear 

:Ln the Journal ~ Ap1:pl~ed a~~li!Vi()t' Allf:!-t:Xs~~ wh,iqh dem,;rnstrl:lte that 

children witl;t speci,al probl~~s could inc;::t:ea~~ academic respoq1;1e rates 

(Lqvitt and <;:ul'tiss, 1969), tdki11g (~eynoids apd R.is ley, 196S), 

descriptive adjectives ;i..n spentaneous speech (Rapt and Risley, 1968), 

following instr"4ction!;l (Zitmnel'manµ, Zin,mte'.l:'wa!,'lP., and R.1,1.sseU, 1969), 

prosocial interaction (O'Connor, 1969) and 9ttendance and achievement 

test scores (O'Leary, ~ecker, Evans and Si:11.1.darg.aa,, 1969), SJ;udies, re

po,:,t;ed in other jou1;qals, us:i.ng these techqiques have focµsep directly 

on increasing academic beh~v;i.ors such as correct answers (~irnb~a1.1er, 
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Wolf, ~idder, aQd Tague, l9~5)ai;ld giades (Wqlf, Giles~ and Rall, 

196~), 'l'heie ts the i;nget1,t1ann ... »tcker FollQW .. Tq:r;"oug~ MQdel whhh is 

he11lVU')" base cl op a ~c,mbiI\at~Qn 9f curriculqm deve lop~ent and behavior 

modification, Its effect;Lvenesia has beell demoi:i~trated in teach:i.ng dis

advantaged children langµage and reading skill~ (:6ereit;er and Engelmann, 

unpublished 1 McPanald and Soetfipg~ 1971).. 

Behavior analysts have been involved with academic achievement as 

well as other behavior changes, Ayllon (1970, 1971) addressed himself 

to this problem in papers presented ta l{ansas Symposia on Behavior 

Analysis in Edu~at:i.oni This is a relatively new a~proach to etfect 

school achievement dire~tly ti'l.rli)ugh behavior moclificatio:q and p.eeda to 

be researched as a poss~ble avenue of ~n?r~ased effect:i,veneas. 

Although the effects of behavior modification is well documented 

in the literature, testing its effects on academic t~st scores is rel~ 

atively rare. Beo,irns~ the U,t;er.!!,tuire~ ~1..q::side behav;i.or modificat:lon, 

:ls :ln~onclusiv~ about how to affi~ct aca~emic achieveroent;., recommep.ding 

the investigation of behavio~ modifiyation techniques seems overdue. 

Studies of this type shoul!;j inve$t;,:i,gat:e direct; relat:lonship$ between 

behav:lor modification techniques and achievement test measures. 

This recommendation, however, ~ou~d include aqalysi~ of attent:lon 

time, stµdy time, assignment completion, n4mper of correct answers, 

number of words read correctly, or wh,!H;ever behavior needs a frequency 

c::hange. It is felt thefjie chi:mges might al1:1q ~ring about ;i.mprovecl 

academic achievement, ldent;ificatipn of these spec:lfic relationships 

seem essential for further insight into educational processes and 

ach:levement;, 



R1;1sults ot inv~1;1tig4t;ions of this kit;lq 4t'~ nf:i!eded ~91' $Chf>ol 

psychologi~ts to play a sig~iti~~nt part aij c~ange agepts for Qoth 

stµdents and teacher~· TQ~re(ore, continual search and r~search of 

their techn:i..ques ijnd me~hodology is required to determin~ the most 

efficient use of their time f9r the welfare of students, 
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(~ame of the school system) 
PUPlL PERSONNEL SERVICES 

DATA REFERRAL SHEET 

Soc, Sec, ff ,..,......,...,... ................ .,......,..~-.-..,.,..,,. 

I, SPECIFIC PROBI$M(S) (Answer the followiqg as best you can) 

1. Reading andicate l1=vel)_.,.....,...,._,.........,.-'0 
2. Aritl'l.metic (indicate lev~ i) · .O 
3. Spelling (indicate leve 1) 0 
4. FaUs tq complete assignment:(i;;) · 0 
5 . Temper tantrums D 
6. La~ks motivation D 
7, Fails tp cooperate with teacher D 
8. l'alks 1'<11c:k CJ 
9. Quarrels or fights CJ 

10 1 talks with0ut permission D 
11, Short attention span D 
12. Doesn't conm,unicate with peers O 
13. Doesn't associate with p~ers O 
14, Other (specify) D 
15. Other (specify) D 

II, RANK THE PROBLEMS IN ORDE~ Of IMPORTANPE (USE ~l)}1BERS) 
1. 2. 3. 4. -~-

Ul, DESCRlBE THE GOAL FOR THE FIRST PROBLEM: 

1. 'l'he ioal is to: . reduce: eliminate: ........ ~_incl'."ease: 
,.......,...,_,.,.._ rep\ace current behavior. 

2. Give an example showing how the student should behave while 
engaging in the desired future behavior. 



IV. THE PR~S~N! ~ITUATION 

1, G;i,ye ,a1;1 ae~ual example of this problem occurring. ____ _,..._ 

2. Pescribe by giving an example any conditions in the classroom 
you have identified that lead up to the problem,,__ ....... ---~ 

3, Giy~ e~ampl~s 0£ current attempts to solve this problem.,___-

V, TO BE FILL~D J~ BY THE; SCHOOL :NUR~E 

Comments p~rtinent to the student's ppoblem. --,~.....,..~~~-~ ......... ...,....... 

I have had a conference wi~h this student's parents and they are 
willing to have him studied for special help, ';['hey are aware that 
additional conforences may be necessary, 

Sigpature of Teacher Ma~:i..ng Referral 

Signature of Principal 
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TREATMENT I 

PS¥CHOLOGICAL REPORT 

Stui:JE)nt' s name 
Stud~nt's birthdate 
Chronolo~ical age 
Grade i.n school 

REASON FOR REFERRAL: 

Suill!tlary of referral form. 

Name of the school 
Principal' s name 
Teacher's name 
Date of report 

BACKGROUND, DESCRIPTION AND BEHAVIOR OF SUBJECT: 
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1. FamUy description and t;he student's position among ai.blings. 
2. Activities liked and disliked in and out of school, 
3. Wishei;i 
4, Past educational history from records and interview, 
5. Personal descri.ption and behavior during te~ting. 

'l'EST RESULTS : 

1, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children: 
Summar:y of sub-test va:riation and scale scores with 
st:rengths and wea~nesses noted. 

2. Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test: 
Description of presentation, placement 1 order, sizing, 
orientatton and accuracy. Koppitz age scale used. 

J, Goodenough~Harris Draw-a~Man Test: 
Description~ sizing and ex~eptional features. Age 
level given 1 

4. Wep~an Auditory Discrimination Test: 
X and Y errors indicated with sound problems noted. 
A general statement about the adequacy of discrimination 
was given. 

5. Frostig;: Developmental 'l'est of Visual Perception: 
Age scale was given for the sub-tests found to be over 
one year below chronological age, 

6. Illinois rest of ~sycholinguistic Abilities: 
Total Psycholinguistic Age given with areas noted that 
were over or under the chronological age by two years. 

7, Dominance noted. 
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OUTLINE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT 

FOR TREATMENT II 
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Student's n~me 
Student's birthdate 
Grc;1.de in school 
Chronological age 

REASON FOR REFeRRAL: 

TREA'rMEN'r II 

PSYCHOLOGlCAL REPORT 

Name of the school 
Principal' s name 
Teacher's name 
Date of report 

Summary of the referral form 

BACKGROUND, DESCRlPTION AND BEHAVIOR OF SUBJECT: 
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1. Family description and the student's position among siblings. 
2. Activities liked and disliked in and out of school. 
3. Wishes, 
4. Past educational history from records and interview. 
5. Personal description and behavior during testing. 

TEST RESUJ;..'l;S : 

1. Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children: 
Summ~ry of sub-test variation and scale scores with 
strengths 21,nd weaknesses noted. 

2, Bender Visual-Mptor Gestdt Test; 
Description of presentation, placement, order, sizing, 
orientation and accuracy, Koppitz age scale used. · 

3, Goodenough~Harris Draw-a-Man Test: 
Description, sizing and exceptional features. Age level 
given. 

4. Wep~an Auditory Discrimination rest: 
X and~ errors indicated with sound problems noted. A 
general statement about the adequacy of discrimination 
was given, 

5. Frostig: Developmental Test of Visual Percept:ion: 
Age scale was given for the sub-tests found to be 
over one year below chronological age. 

6. Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities: 
Total Psycholinguistic Age given with areas noted that 
were over or under the chronologieal age by two years. 

7. Dominance noted. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

ln this section an over-all summary of the student's learning 
functions was given with strengths and weaknesses noted. 



When indicated the following were noted in this section: 
1, Instructional materials and their classroom use 

with this student. 
2. Class~oqm activities to aid learning areas, 
~. Curriculum level needed, 
4, Gharting of assignments or other behaviors for 

either increasing or decreasing with suggested 
reinforcers, 

5. Recommendations for indicated medical check-up, 
i,e,, vision, hearing, organicity, etc, 
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6. Specific persons who could work with the teacher 
or student on a tutorial basis such as the reading 
or speech specialist, 

7, Directions for enlisting parental aid in some areas 
such as coordination activities. 
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(return address) 

Dear (teacher's name), 

Mr. nryant has gi:-aciously allowed me to return to (school system) to 
collect data, My area of interest is Psychological Services and I 
woµld like to use three of your students, 
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I knqw that you may have referred some students already, I will not be 
concerned with them, HClwever, ! woulcl like you to choose three other 
students whom you think will benefit from psychological evaluation, 

Please list the names of these three students at the bot~om of this 
letter and ~ive it to your principal, I will ~tart testing on January 
2nd, right after the holidays, an~ will be in yoµr building as soon as 
possible. I would also like ;for you to fill out the standard referral 
form for each, as you normally do. G:i.ve t;:hose fo'l!'ll)s to the principal 
also, 

Thank you very much for your cooperation, . I'm loo~ing forward to 
visiting with you again. 

See you soon, 

(signed by psychologist) 

Students: 
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OVTLINE OF CON$~~TAT!O~ 

PROCESS 
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TEACHER-P$YCHOLOGIST 

CONS{ltTA'l'ION 

The consultation was a joint effort by the psychologist and the 
teacher done in a positive non-threatening manner. 

In general the following points were covered and in this order: 

l, A review of the information in the psychological report by the 
psychologist with elaborations as a result of teacher questions, 
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2, The teacher's view of the student in the classroom and expectations. 

3. Terminal behaviors that can be expected by the teacher, worked out 
by the teacher as a result of the psychologist's questions. 

4, Options she could give the student within the class framework and 
the value of options were worked out jqintly, 

5. Scheduling of feedqack to the child on his progress. 

Where applicable the following were covered: 

1. Sources of special instructional material. 
2. How to obtain specialist for either long or short term service, 
3. Route to obtain services outside school such as a medical 

referral. 
4. Direct;i.on$ for parent conference and how to obtain mat;erials 

to give them if needed, 
5. Specific behavior modification techniques for use with the 

child, 
6. How to handle individual instruction within a classroom setting. 
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE FORM 
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Dear (teacher's name) 

You referred (student's names) to me for diagnosis. 

Would you rank them in the order of severity of their problem as yqu 
see it in the classroom? 
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How do you assess their im~rovement this year? Are you satisfied with 
their progress? Do you feel they have done as well as expected? 
Please comment on your feelings about each student in the space below. 
Use the back of thE;: page for additional comments if necessary. 

l need some personal information from you. This will only be 
summary fo'l:'tn in the thesis (i.e.~ the teacher of the students 
study avera$e 8 years of experience and Master Degree level). 
!12! studying teacher practice or ability. 

Personal Information: 

Number years of teaching experience ~--
Number years experience in teaching 3rd grade ___ ~ 

used in 
in this 
I am 

Highest degree ---- Credit hours past highest degree ----
Comments on your feelings about this study~--------------

Thank you for your cooperation, 

(signed by psychologist) 
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